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Applied Leadership Project Final Report:
PassageWorks Institute Learning Communities
PassageWorks Institute (PWI) is a 501c3 nonprofit organization founded in 2002. PWI
has had great success training educators in providing K-12 teachers and school leaders with
practical, relationship-based programs and support that helped students to increase focus and
motivation, develop empathy and compassion, and experience a sense of deep connection,
meaning and purpose in the classroom. Over the past few years, PWI has concentrated its focus
on supporting educators with practices and principles that integrate social, emotional and
academic learning, and in May of 2013 the Institute published a new book entitled The 5
Dimensions of Engaged Teaching: A Practical Guide for Educators. This publication has opened
new doors of opportunity and has triggered a cycle of self-reflection and self-discovery as PWI
takes the next steps forward.
PassageWorks Institute has a long-term vision and strategy of developing a “networked”
and truly collaborative organization. The intent of this Applied Leadership Project (ALP) is to
explore how the practice of Learning Communities (LCs) can help fulfill this vision among
educators in PWI courses and school projects, and with PWI faculty and staff. This ALP will
identify the central principles, components, and practices that foster and maintain healthy and
transformative learning communities for educators. After establishing a working definition of
LCs through qualitative research of other learning communities and interviews with PWI faculty,
two different pilot initiatives were explored to identify the diverse ways that LCs can be
implemented and sustained.
Summary and Background of PassageWorks Institute
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The mission of PWI is “to support educators with practices and principles that integrate
social, emotional and academic learning and create meaningful and rigorous relationship-based
classrooms (PassageWorks Institute, 2014).” The vision of PWI is “of an education system in
which all young people are supported to develop compassion, character, academic excellence,
and a sense of deep connection to themselves and the world around them (PassageWorks
Institute, 2014).” PWI’s mission and vision are clear and powerful. The mission is specific to
educators who are the focus of their programs, and the vision also includes the broader system of
education and the paradigm that guides it. The mission and vision speak to the process of
recognizing and caring for the whole person with a sense of warmth and reason.
PWI does not list values or principles on their organization’s website except for an
antidiscrimination statement. There are however, numerous statements about core principles and
practices of PWI’s approach such as:
[We] support the inner lives of teachers and students. By ‘inner life’ we refer to that
essential aspect of human nature that yearns for deep connection, grapples with difficult
questions about meaning, and seeks a sense of purpose and genuine self-expression
(PassageWorks Institute, 2014).
PWI also has key values listed in the “Roots of the Engaged Teaching”:
•

Integrating Social, Emotional, and Academic Learning

•

Investing in Relationships and Community

•

Responding to Cultural Contexts

•

Fostering Connection, Meaning, and Purpose

•

Addressing Developmental Stages (PassageWorks Institute, 2013)
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Both the PWI website and the website for their new book, www.engagedteaching.org, provide
descriptions of the “Engaged Teaching Approach” which includes the “Roots” mentioned above
and the 5 Dimensions of Engaged Teaching: cultivating an open heart; engaging the selfobserver; being present; establishing respectful boundaries; and developing emotional capacity.
A lot of intentional effort can be felt in the development of these principles. On the
website, each term is defined in a way that applies to teachers and the education system. The
principles really speak to the heart of education and it is clear why many teachers are interested
and inspired by the book. The thorough description of principles shows that PWI has deeply
considered the personal and professional needs of teachers. Overall, PWI has a well-crafted
mission and vision that exhibit a good deal of reflection and understanding for their clients and
community.
PWI fulfills its mission by offering regional courses and school-wide professional
development, consulting, and coaching to educators across the country. PWI five course
offerings span three key topics: 1.) SEL-based classroom strategies for teachers (Creating
Engaged Classrooms); 2.) Capacity building for teachers and school leaders (The 5 Dimensions
of Engaged Teaching and Transformational Leadership for Educators); 3.) Mindfulness training
for teachers and their classrooms (SMART in Education and The Mindful Teacher). In addition to
courses, PWI provide curricula resources that focus on transitional years for students. PWI also
participates in national dialogues and conferences and collaborates with many organizations in
transforming the field of education.
Sustainability Within PassageWorks Institute
PWI does not have an explicit definition of how sustainability principles influence their
work; however, it is embedded into the language and programs of the organization. PWI does not
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only share what sustainability means for their internal organization but they also consider what
sustainability means for teachers. The following paragraphs will examine PWI’s relationship to
sustainability in terms of financials, people, and environment.
Sustainability was a hot topic in the 2014 strategic planning process. In May 2013, PWI
published a new book and acquired the SMART mindfulness course for teachers. Since May,
PWI has experienced a growth in revenue and interest that is unmatched in its history and the
leadership team and board agreed that 2014 was a critical opportunity for the organization to
focus on its needs for sustainability - namely staffing/operational efficiency and financial
security.
In a meeting with Laura Weaver, Mark Wilding, and Rona Wilensky we agreed that in
order to achieve sustainability, we would also need to clearly identify the responsibilities for new
and evolving roles in the organization and how they interface with each other. Over the past
three years, after the passing of the founder, Mark and Laura shared critical leadership and
functional roles, which evolved into then choosing to become Co-Executive Directors of PWI.
Mark and Laura had often operated in triage-fashion where they met frequently to discuss
priorities and then either collaborated or divided up the responsibilities based on who was
available and most able to accomplish the task efficiently. They realized after the publishing of
the book and acquisition of SMART, that it was necessary to transition toward a larger staff with
more defined roles and responsibilities in order to support healthy and sustainable operational
practices.
Regarding financial sustainability, PWI is committing to a bold transition in revenue
streams over the next five years. In their 2012-2013 Strategic Plan, PassageWorks Institute
(2012) stated the following:
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PassageWorks is planning for sustainability by organizing a Products and Services
Business Unit within the Institute with a plan to fund [the unit] entirely through earned
income by fiscal year 2016. The Institute will also create a Research and Development
Unit that will gather evidence for programs and develop new programs and products. The
Research and Development Unit will continue to be funded by grants and contributions,
and by net income from the Products & Services Unit. (p. 2)
This is a big transition from their current and past revenue structure, which has been made up of
over 85% of support coming from foundations and individual donors. Relying heavily on
revenue from public and private grants can be problematic because grants can be heavily
impacted during economic downturns and come with many restrictions. It is not too common
that the word ‘profits’ is mentioned in nonprofit organizations. Nevertheless, it is not only
allowed but also essential for nonprofits to have excess revenue over expenses at year-end. PWI
sees the value of incorporating for-profit business principles into nonprofit operations. The
emphasis on the future shows that PWI is committed to economic sustainability. With this
change, PWI will need to consider how they will provide appropriate marketing support for the
Products and Services Unit.
PWI has a strong commitment to the people of their organization - staff, faculty, board
members, clients, and supporters. Mindfulness and openheartedness are integral to the office
environment, daily practices, and program designs. I felt an immediate respect not only for my
personal values and boundaries but also for the new ideas I brought to the organization. Being a
part-time employee as well, I appreciated their competitive wages, benefits and flexibility of
work hours. I was also surprised how I was accepted and valued in the fall strategic planning
retreat with the board of directors. To further address the sustainability of staff members, PWI is
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determining what other staff roles are needed to support healthy and sustainable operations.
There is a need to also clearly identify the responsibilities for each role in the organization and
how they interface with each other.
In addition to the internal emphasis on sustainability, PWI also focuses on the external
sustainability needs of their clients. They have built programs around the concepts of “teaching
the whole student” and “humanizing education” which are part of the social-emotional learning
movement. Teacher satisfaction is the lowest in 25 years and teacher stress is the highest ever
measured (MetLife, Inc., 2013). In their programs, PWI strives to help teachers “sustain an
authentic teaching practice, engage students, support social, emotional and academic learning
outcomes, and collaborate effectively with colleagues in schools and districts (PassageWorks
Institute, 2012).”
Using the lens of the Just Sustainability Index (JSI), which assesses the use of justice and
equity in organizational language (Agyeman, 2005), I give PWI a score of 1 on scale of 0 to 3.
This means that PWI does not “mention equity or justice in [its] core mission” and has “limited
mention [of equity and justice] in [its] prominent contemporary textual or programmatic material
(Agyeman, 2005, p. 108).” One reason is that they do include “all young people”, a reference to
intragenerational justice, in their vision statement. However, this low JSI rating is a result of poor
organizational communication and does not accurately represent the equity and justice work PWI
is focused on.
Cultural Responsiveness is a core value and context of the organization, and it is a central
element in the design of PWI courses, school projects, conference presentations, and faculty
retreats. For example, North Middle School, PWI’s largest project, is part of a regional initiative
funded by the Denver Foundation called Interrupting the School-to-Prison Pipeline. Since the
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inception of the organization, PWI has offered a Newcomers Transition Curriculum that
specifically addresses the needs of student immigrants. PWI has also strategically welcomed
more diversity to its board in the fall of 2013. In a core objective of their programs, PWI calls for
“a systems view and approach” to address “critical contexts such as socio-economic status”
using “whole-school strategies” as a remedy in The 5 Dimensions of Engaged Teaching. Overall,
there are a lot of positives for PassageWorks Institute and their relationship to sustainability and
justice, but it would be helpful to include some of these values in their core message.
Environmental sustainability is not addressed explicitly in operations of PWI; however I
know it is central to the personal values of the staff and board. PWI did request a dishwasher
from the landlord so they could avoid using plasticware, and there is an emphasis on recycling.
PWI is also using a printing vendor that is PACE Certified (Partners for a Clean Environment) in
Boulder.
Based on the information above, a simple definition of sustainability for PassageWorks
Institute would be - maintaining healthy operations, finances, and staff to provide successful
programs that support the wellbeing and effectiveness of teachers.
Assets, Gaps, Opportunities, and Challenges Assessment Summary
In October 2013, I had the task of organizing the ideas generated from an exercise by
PWI board, which identified the internal trends of the organization. Below are some of the most
important discoveries from that exercise as well as additional insights I have had over the past
three months.
PWI has many assets that relate to its people as well as its programs. PWI has a large,
diverse, and experienced board of directors and faculty team. Everyone, in some way, is included
in the strategic planning and decision-making processes. PWI really values the voices of
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everyone - board, faculty, staff, teachers, and supporters - associated with the organization. PWI
has a strong donor base. They have also established a healthy network of local to national
strategic partnerships. Their programs, focused on engaged teaching and mindfulness, address a
tremendous need in the field of education. The quality of their programs has been reflected back
to PWI with full courses and an increase in consulting requests.
The recent growth and success of PWI have also produced a few gaps in the organization.
One point of focus has been on communication and the question of how to engage and
communicate with various people of the organization such as board, donors, teachers, and
internal staff. Another issue relates to how well teachers retain PWI’s course and book content.
There is a question of how to help clients move from one action to the next in a path of personal
and professional growth. PWI is also trying to understand the best way of marketing to educators
with different interests, learning capacities, and geographical areas. Two additional items
addressed in the sustainability section above are operational efficiency and resiliency as well as
financial security.
PWI exists at a critical time in the education industry and they are uniquely positioned to
address the mounting doubts with standardized testing, high levels of teacher stress and burnout,
and growing diversity of students. They have also experienced growth in many areas - new
board members; acquisition of the Stress Management and Relaxation Techniques program
(SMART in Education); new interest from the book publication; new school-wide projects; and
spotlights at various regional and national conferences.
Some of the challenges PWI is facing are earning the trust of teachers in a program that is
quite different from traditional professional development. Another challenge is to see how the
organization can achieve organic growth by maintaining a balance between demand and
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capacity. Related to this challenge is the practice of staying focused on top priorities and letting
go of unnecessary, lower ones. Based on the many opportunities identified above, there are
several directions in which PWI could evolve and there is a challenge of identifying the one that
is most integral to their mission.
Plan for Further Research
PWI has a long-term vision and strategy of developing a “networked” and truly
collaborative organization. They seek ongoing engagement of course participants, school
projects, strategic partners, and other colleagues across the country, all in an effort to influence
the national conversation on education and to expand the principles and practices of “teaching
presence”.
At the heart of this vision is a concept called “Learning Communities” (LCs). The initial
meaning of this concept involves the creation and facilitation of “educational eco-systems”
mapped to the principles of biomimicry to transform the culture of learning present within school
faculties. Biomimicry is “an innovation method that seeks sustainable solutions by emulating
nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies” (Biomimicry 3.8 Institute, 2012). Beyond this sense,
LCs have remained an amorphous platform for collaboration that takes on the shape of its
participants whether they have shared interests in a school, grade level, subject matter, or
engaged teaching practice or principle. The platform can range from high to low residency or be
entirely web-based.
The purpose of my Applied Leadership Project (ALP) with PassageWorks was to explore
the concept of LCs and identify the central principles, components, and practices that must exist
to create and maintain healthy and transformative learning communities or “communities of
practice (Wenger & Snyder, 2000)” for educators. After establishing a working definition of LCs
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through qualitative research of other learning communities and interviews with PWI faculty, I
utilized the participatory action research (PAR) model to see how the concept can be applied to
two ongoing initiatives of PWI.
PAR is a process in which people (researchers and participants) develop goals and
methods, participate in the gathering and analysis of data, and implement the results in a
way that will raise critical consciousness and promote change in the lives of those
involved—changes that are in the direction and control of the participating group or
community. (Kidd & Kral, 2005, p. 187)
One initiative was at North Middle School (NMS), a school-wide project that involves courses,
curriculum training, and coaching. The NMS project focuses on “interrupting the school to
prison pipeline” in partnership with the Denver Foundation. The second LC initiative was
exploring web-based offerings for SMART in Education (SMART) course alumni. SMART is an
eight-week, evidenced-based personal renewal program designed especially for educators
working in K-12 settings.
One of the goals of these initiatives was to identify and compare the unique qualities that
are necessary for implementing in-person versus online LCs. Another goal was to participate in
both initiatives and engage in a generative feedback process with participants to identify what
elements of LCs are useful and to receive suggestions for additional features. This empowerment
of participants is central to the PAR model.
A significant investment of time, money, and research is needed to establish long-term
sustainable LCs at PWI. PWI needs to determine the feasibility, scope and design and
implementation timeline of LCs. The intention of my project was to take the first steps in
achieving this extended vision and make recommendations for future actions. Although piloting
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LCs for a few months during the course of this ALP is a relatively short period of time, I will
continue to work with the project, as a full-time staff member after the ALP is complete.
The ALP was carried out during the period of January 29, 2014 to April 16, 2014. Six
observations of professional development and faculty leadership teams at NMS were made along
with over 25 hours of research and inquiry with PWI faculty and staff. Outcomes and
recommendations from the project will be explained in the following two sections. Before this is
presented, it is important to explore the implementation phase of the project. There is one major
difference to explain between the proposed project and the actual implementation.
The two pilot initiatives outlined in the project proposal above were not launched. At
NMS, it became clear that more time is needed to observe the school culture, and also to review
the effectiveness of the current initiatives presented by PWI. This insight helped uncover some
of the principles listed below relating to local attunement and patience. For SMART, it became
apparent that more time is needed to explore the short to long-term requirements for building an
effective online learning community. It is more important to select the most appropriate
technology, than to hastily launch a new program.
Outcomes
The Ground: Principles and Practices
The first goal of the project was to identify the central practices and principles necessary
to create effective and transformational learning communities in any environment. The principles
listed below emerged from observations, faculty brainstorming, and The 5 Dimensions of
Engaged Teaching. These are initial principles that can be further defined over time with PWI
staff and faculty. The practices paired with the principles below are from PWI’s core list of
practices that are offered in courses and The 5 Dimensions of Engaged Teaching.
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The development of these principles and practices was formulated with PWI’s specific
mission and program offerings in mind. It is important to note that many resources exist on
professional learning communities (PLCs). Solution Tree (2014), the publisher of The 5
Dimensions of Engaged Teaching, has approximately 30 books listed on their website that
support PLCs in education. Many of these guides contain generic language that is standard for
the industry and does not exactly fit the needs of PWI. The intended use of these resources is to
not disregard them, but rather to have them as a foundation for PWI to build a framework for
LCs that fit the unique mission and values of PWI. For example, DuFour and Fullan (2013) who
are industry leaders in PLCs, state that PLCs occur when learning:
•

Is job embedded, occurring in the workplace rather than in workshops

•

Engages people in the work rather than listening to presentations about the work

•

Is collective rather than individual

•

Is aligned with the system’s goals rather than the pursuit of random interests

•

Is evaluated on the basic of results (p. 54)

They have also found that there are four major challenges to creating learning
communities – practicing patience, operational efficiency, cultural sensitivity, and whole systems
integration (DuFour & Fullan, 2013, pp. 16-17). Sam Chaltain (2010), a national leader in
education, offers a set of commitments for educators participating in LCs:
•

Be Reflective

•

Make their teaching practices public to one another

•

Frame meaningful questions and ask for substantive feedback from one another

•

Hold one another accountable for meeting the needs of students who struggle the
most
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•

Ask the kinds of questions that provoke and challenge their assumptions and habits

•

Believe that together they are more capable of knowing what they need to know and
learning what they need to learn than they are alone. (p. 24)

In an attempt to represent LCs in a way that is appropriate for PWI, the LCs principles
below have been mapped to the principles of biomimicry. Figure 1 depicts six major principles
of nature and how they relate to each other in the larger ecosystem (Oregon State Bar Sustainable
Future System, 2009). Just like natural ecosystems, LCs strive to create a collaborative and
adaptive environment for educators to learn about themselves and the group they are apart of.
Chaltain (2010) has made the same connection using Fritjof Capra’s Principles of Ecology
stating that all teachers need “to feel that what is taking place is meaningful – even as they have
different perspectives” (p. 57). It is important to note that Biomimicry.net has released a new
diagram in 2013 with a few changes to the names of the principles. For the purposes of this
project, the language and layout of the 2009 version was more suitable.
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Figure 1. 2009 Biomimicry Life's Principles (Biomimicry 3.8 Institute)
In figures 2 and 3, you will see the principles mapped to the principles of Biomimicry
with each column corresponding to the Biomimicry principle depicted above it. Edwards (2005)
states, “as a model, nature provides insights in our quest for design solutions” (p. 118). The LCs
principles have been loosely divided into those that relate to the creation of LCs and its members
and those that relate to the intention and evolution of LCs. Regardless of their location on the
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graphic, all LCs principles should be considered at all times and the group should regularly
check-in with each other on their alignment with each. Below each figure, the corresponding
principles are defined along with samples of practices to support them.

	
  

Figure 2. Learning Communities Principles mapped to Biomimicry Principles
Generate System-Wide Benefit and Learning (Optimize). LCs are created to serve the
entire system (i.e. school), subsystems (i.e. departments) and individuals (i.e. teachers). By
taking a systems view, the learning community can understand that whatever impacts the group,
impacts the individual and vice versa. Each year, teachers are forced to adapt to many changes
whether it be related to funding, personnel, standards, or curriculum. For healthy LCs to exist in
this complex and demanding environment, LCs should strive to create a value exchange that is
reciprocal and mutually sustaining for the whole group and each member that is apart of it. The
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benefits that educators receive from LCs in the form of personal capacity or classroom strategies
must match or exceed the value of the time they invest.
Value and Wisely Utilize Collaborative Time and Resources (Optimize). DuFour and
Fullan (2013) state that teachers should regard “collaborative time [as] sacred and not used for
other purposes” (p. 8). Educators’ time and resources are limited. In addition to class time, there
are department meetings, lesson preparation, grading, parent relations, curriculum standards,
performance reviews, district requirements, and many more responsibilities that are essential to
the job of a teacher. Consequently, teachers accumulate a great deal of stress throughout the day.
When teachers meet, there can be a tendency to get caught up in venting about the challenges of
the day. LCs should strive to address these emotions in a healthy and productive way. A simple
practice that PWI does at the beginning of meetings is a check-in – a short exercise for each
person in the room to name what is alive in them from the day.
Address System Issues that are Relevant and Meaningful (Optimize). The content
explored in LCs attempt to relate to the everyday experiences and needs of teachers and also
connect with the larger vision of the faculty and school. Teachers are immersed in a very
bureaucratic system so the simplicity and integration of LCs has the potential to be a refreshing
change. Otherwise, DuFour and Fullan (2013) offer that “school reform efforts will continue to
represent random acts of innovation…[and] unconnected fragments [will] confuse people and
result in fatigue” (p. 17). For example, content that is focused on inner capacity building rather
than classroom strategies could be explicitly tied to school goals to create understanding and
buy-in from the teachers. One practice that PWI does to ensure that meaningful content is being
addressed is to select case studies from a pool of real stories provided by teachers.
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Create and Commit (Interdependence). LCs are not a top-down initiative. They are
created and sustained through the efforts of the entire group. The goal is to have all individuals
and the group as a whole experience a sense agency. For healthy LCs to be sustained, each
member needs to feel the commitment of everyone in the group. If a group member is just going
through the motions, this action can be demotivating and contagious for other members. The
group can practice ongoing check-ins to determine the level of commitment from group
members and the reason for it.
Invest in Relationships and Community Building (Interdependence). “Schools cannot
achieve the fundamental purpose of learning for all if educators work in isolation. Therefore,
educators must build a collaborative culture in which they work together interdependently and
assume collective responsibility for the learning of all students” (DuFour & Fullan, 2013, p. 15).
By investing in relationships, LCs are able to create a sense of belonging for group members.
This presence can help LCs navigate difficult issues and also celebrate individual and collective
successes. By focusing on building relationships first, we remain present, instead of focusing on
some future goal for change. PWI tries to promote this collaborate culture by engaging in
dynamics practices that empower educators to work together for mutual benefit.
Explore Differences and Develop Cultural Responsiveness (Interdependence). A
school’s faculty is made up of teachers with diverse backgrounds. “Every year, our school
system becomes more ethnically, religiously, culturally, and socially diverse” (Weaver &
Wilding, 2013, p. 32). LCs should be especially attuned to cultural responsiveness because the
deep connections made in LCs begin to blur the lines between professional and personal
development. For safety and trust to be felt by all group members, the group should self-reflect
on its level of cultural responsiveness. By making an effort to “break down stereotypes and
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divisions, we foster an inclusive learning community” (Weaver & Wilding, 2013, p. 32). One
practice that PWI does to promote cultural responsiveness in groups is Dots, which surfaces
stereotypes that might have been part of someone’s upbringing and culture.
Building Safety and Trust Gently and Authentically (Benign). Safety and trust are
essential for healthy LCs. At the same time, safety and trust cannot be forced, rushed, or
manufactured. It can only arise through genuine connection among group members. A main
practice that PWI uses to build safety and trust in groups is dyad practice. This simple practice
involves pairs of teachers taking turns responding to a specific prompt. While one teacher talks,
the other teacher just listens without analysis or judgment. The experience of just being heard
can build a lot of comfort for an individual in a group.
Cultivate an Open Heart (Benign). Healthy expressions of emotions are difficult to
have in environments under high levels of stress, such as teaching. It takes vulnerability and
courage to open up to new experiences with colleagues but this leap of faith can came with great
rewards. Sustaining an open heart can foster healing and uncover new growth edges for LCs.
Sustaining an open heart “is not just about being warm and caring…it also includes having clear
emotional boundaries that allow us to safely and wisely open our heart” (Weaver & Wilding,
2013, p. 22).
Expand Emotional Range (Benign). Emotional intelligence “helps us know what we are
feeling, manage those feelings in healthy ways, develop social skills and the capacity to relate to
others, cultivate empathy for others, and sustain motivation through times of challenge” (Weaver
& Wilding, 2013, p. 89). This practice is essential for maintaining healthy LCs. If a group
member is unaware of an emotional state, they will be unable to track the impact their emotions
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have on other group members. Without naming and owning these emotions, the other group
members can take actions personally and disconnection can form in the group.
Be Present (Benign). The same authentic presence that teachers strive to create in their
classrooms with students is equally beneficial in relating to fellow teachers. The founder of PWI,
Rachael Kessler, wrote and spoke at length about “the teaching presence”.
Being fully alive to the present is the very heart of ‘the teaching presence.’ A teacher is
expressing this capacity when she is:
•

Open to perceiving what is happening right now;

•

Responsive to the needs of this moment;

•

Flexible enough to shift gears;

•

Prepared with the repertoire, creativity and imagination to invent a new approach in
the moment;

•

Humble and honest enough to simply pause and acknowledge if a new approach has
no yet arrived. (Kessler, 2000, p. 9)

Presence can help LCs to acknowledge what is alive in the room and cultivate the spaciousness
for welcoming what has yet to emerge.
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Figure 3. Learning Communities Principles mapped to Biomimicry Principles
Employ Inner/Outer Views (Resilient). In nature, ecosystems are nested within and
overlapped with countless other ecosystems. In LCs, there are inner/outer views that exist in
individuals, small subgroups, the larger group, and the encompassing education system that the
LCs are apart of. In order to adequately cycle information throughout these domains, a constant
practice of using inner/outer perspectives is required. A teacher can ask, how does this issue
impact me? How does this impact my colleague? A school can ask, how does this policy impact
us? How does this policy impact the Department of Education? Cycling between inner/outer
views promotes a greater understanding and compassion for the forces impacting every part of
the education system.
Utilize a Whole Systems Approach on Capacity (Resilient). “Unlike structural change
that can be mandated, cultural change requires altering long-held assumptions, beliefs,
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expectations, and habits that represent the norm for people in the organization” (DuFour &
Fullan, 2013, p. 2). There are many resources for strategies available to teachers but fewer
opportunities for capacity building for the implementation of those strategies. Renowned
researcher, Mark T. Greenberg, puts it simply, “An effective intervention is one
thing…Implementation of an effective intervention is a very different thing” (Greenberg, 2014,
Slide 17). Greenberg emphasizes the need for Type 2 Translational Research, which is concerned
with the “adoption, maintenance and sustainability of scientifically validated interventions”
(Greenberg, 2014, Slide 15). When working with teachers and schools, PWI strives to build a
strengths-based model from the inside out.
Establish Clear Boundaries that Value Diversity (Resilient). In ecosystems, diversity
builds resiliency. The same is true of groups. A healthy amount of diversity can enrich the
discussions of the group and ideas can emerge that would have never been possible if every
group member held the same perspective. There is a sweet spot of diversity in a group that
provides enough ideas while also maintaining a high degree of collaboration and safe boundaries.
Without the value of collaboration and safe boundaries in the group, the group will fall into
chaos. In practice, PWI tries to give a voice to all perspectives in the room and create an open
space for them to be witnessed by the rest of the group.
Include Individual and Group Reflection (Cyclic). One of the essential aspects of LCs
is that it is an ongoing practice. In any practice, returning to the practice after being off track is
the most important. “It is a heuristic process of trial and error…much of cultural change involves
working through complexity by finding out what is working and what isn’t, and by making
adjustments based on the findings” (DuFour & Fullan, 2013, p. 3). To identify this, reflection is
needed at all levels. “Becoming a reflective practitioner involves a commitment to regularly
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looking at how we teach, how we act, what we believe, and the ways these impact our students
and colleagues” (Weaver & Wilding, 2013, p. 41).
Generate Cycles of Inside-Out Transformation (Cyclic). It is helpful to see learning as
a spiral in LCs. It is a cyclical process of slowly building capacity from the inside-out. This
means that in order to transform their classrooms, teachers need to first transform themselves.
PWI tries to model this evolution in the facilitation process. For example, at NMS there is a
process underway of handing off the facilitation design and leadership from PWI to small faculty
teams to the entire faculty. Once the majority of the faculty is onboard in the change process, the
culture has shifted, and the students will instantly benefit.
Use Peer-to-Peer Feedback and Learning (Cyclic). In nature, it is collaboration rather
than competition that has the bigger impact on the success of an ecosystem. The same is true in
LCs. “When we develop regular opportunities to work with colleagues on our challenges and
successes, we expand our thinking, see new possibilities and solutions, and build on our
strengths” (Weaver & Wilding, 2013, p. 54). The collaboration among teachers not only has an
impact on collective success, it improves individual wellbeing. “Engaging in practices with our
colleagues is an essential aspect of sustaining our efforts towards self-care and renewal. When
we feel more supported, connected, and less alone, we are naturally able to remain more present
in the classrooms and in the course of our daily lives” (Weaver & Wilding, 2013, p. 67)
Center on Motivation, not Obligation (Locally-Attuned). Sometime PLCs are
launched at schools as a quick-fix response. It is usually implemented in a top-down fashion and
set as a requirement for the faculty. Not surprisingly, this approach does not yield high success.
DuFour and Fullan (2013) state that the PLC process “must be the driving force of the entire
system” (p. 3). This involves appealing to the depth of values that teachers hold closest to them
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and communicating how LCs can support the practicing of these values in their daily life as a
teacher. For most teachers, it is their ability to positively impact students. “The very essence of a
learning community is a focus on and a commitment to the learning of each student” (DuFour,
DuFour, Eaker, & Many, 2006, p. 11).
“Start Where We Are” and “Find the Crack” (Locally-Attuned). “Start where you
are” (Chödrön, 2001) and “find the crack” (Scharmer & Kaufer, 2013) refers to properly
assessing the current knowledge, skills, and dispositions of a learning community and finding the
issue of opportunity that will have the most traction for initial change in the group. This
emphasizes the uniqueness of every learning community. Every faculty in every school has a
group of teachers with different professional and personal experiences and different concerns and
goals for the future. It is important to fully hear their story and resist the urge to classify the
group based on previous experiences.
Proceed with a Sense of Urgent Patience (Locally-Attuned). Chaltain (2010)
advocates for the practice of “urgent patience to let the school’s shared vision come naturally
into being” (p. 85). Chaltain (2010) goes on to explain the need behind urgent patience.
Research confirms that before lasting change can take root, people must acquire the
understanding, the motivation, and the skills they need to see their new ideas through. By
definition, this type of transformation, at both the individual and organizational levels,
takes time. A central challenge for all of us, then, is to become what leadership consultant
Cile Chavez calls a mystic – or, someone with a distant vision and up-close focus. We
must have clarity about where our work is headed and how we’ll know when we get
there. And we must have patience, so that new ideas and behaviors can get baked into the
culture of the school. (p. 95)
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The Manifestation: Dynamic Tensions
There are many ways in which learning communities can manifest in different settings.
There is a spectrum of logistical and programmatic issues that need to be considered. The term
dynamic tension is used to describe the integrative nature of these positions. In creating a
learning community, a choice does not need to be made for one or the other; however, the group
should be aware of what approaches will best fit theirs needs. It is important to also consider that
the needs will shift over time as the group evolves from.
Chaltain (2010, p. 53) presents an exercise on the “Attributes of a Learning Community”
that a group can go through to explore their personal relationships to learning communities (see
Appendix A). This would be a good practice to complete at the beginning of the learning
community development. Another exercise worth pursuing is creating a stakeholder map to
identify the relationships and impacts among the group members.
Figure 4 shows three spectrums of dynamic tensions relating to: 1.) PWI’s involvement
and relationship to the learning community; 2.) the evolution of the learning community over
time; and 3.) the content and learning approaches of the learning community. It is important to
note that these dynamic tensions may shift not only from year to year but also from moment to
moment in the learning community environment. It is important for learning community
facilitators, participants, and group leaders to frequently assess the thoughts, feelings, and needs
of the group.
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Figure 4. Dynamic tensions present in LCs.
Recommendations
Based on the observation and research done for this project, I recommend that PWI
pursues the creation of three main learning community settings – in-person, online, and selforganized using a guidebook. These three settings makeup a spectrum of centralized offerings
(in-person) to decentralized (self-organized). The three settings are not exclusive to each other. A
combination of settings or blended approach can be employed to support a project. For example,
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an online learning community could support an in-person school project. Also, there is not a
linear progression from centralized to decentralized settings. A school community that creates a
self-organized learning community could involve into an in-person school project for PWI or
seek out a package of coaching sessions. It can be unpredictable how a learning community will
evolve so PWI and the learning community must continually reflect on the most appropriate
intervention methods.
In order to determine which setting is best for a learning community, an assessment of
readiness and needs should be carried out. This can be a qualitative interview of key
stakeholders. In examining PWI’s current projects, Saratoga High School (SHS) in Saratoga, CA
and NMS in Aurora, CO are two examples of schools with different levels of readiness and
needs. SHS is a well-funded private school with staff experienced in delivery social emotional
learning (SEL) curriculum while NMS is a public school with high staff turnover, supporting a
diverse, low-income population. In these two examples, NMS is in greater need of more inperson programming.
It is important to note that each setting, especially online and guidebook, need to be fully
developed and piloted by PWI. There is also a need to address funding support and monetization
of any learning community initiatives that PWI launches. The following sections will briefly
define the three settings and provide the key benefits and challenges of each approach. As a
reminder, all of the principles listed above would apply to all of the settings.
In-Person LCs
PWI has already significantly developed in-person LCs through the practices and
principles of The 5 Dimensions of Engaged Teaching. In PWI courses and school projects, many
of the principles explained above are embodied by PWI facilitators and transmitted to educators.
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The major benefits of in-person LCs are that PWI can provide close and customized
support to the school leaders and faculties. Content can be adapted to fit the school’s culture,
language, and structure. There are existing relationships that the in-person LCs can build upon.
Another benefit is that many face-to-face feedback loops can be maintained among various
parties (i.e. whole faculty, design team, leadership team) that can increase the responsiveness of
the learning community.
The major challenges of in-person LCs are that they require a major investment of time
and, consequently, must be supported with adequate funding. There can also be a tendency for
the LCs to lean on the facilitators too much that can inhibit the empowerment of faculty from the
inside-out. In contrast, there may also be significant resistance from faculty based on a past
experience of ineffective LCs. In-person LCs also present some geographic challenges for PWI.
At the moment, the vast majority of PWI faculty members are located in the Boulder/Denver
region. It would be very difficult to sufficiently support one or more LCs that are outside of this
region.
Online LCs
Online LCs are the next learning community setting that PWI plans to launch. It would
involve offering an online course and a forum for course participants and other interested
educators to share experiences and resources. A meeting was held in April to explore the
possibilities. A tentative goal was set to provide an online learning community for the alumni of
the fall SMART in Education program. At the end of the course, most participants are eager to
continue with the mindfulness practices, which is uniquely suited for launching a learning
community. Several planning steps need to be completed if this goal is to be reached. First,
extensive research needs to be done on what online learning platform will best fit PWI’s needs.
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Second, the online learning community needs to be integrated into the fall courses. Third, the
online course content needs to be created and tested. PWI must also assess the budget for
launching the program and if it is within the budgetary limits of the SMART grant.
Online LCs have several benefits that solve some challenges of in-person LCs. First, with
an online platform there is a lot more flexibility geographically and institutionally for
participants. An online learning community could focus on particular courses, content, regions,
grade levels, or other shared interests among educators. Once established, online LCs can
significantly reduce the amount of coordination time by faculty with wider windows for
participants to engage with content and flexibility for faculty to monitor their participation.
The major challenge of online LCs relates directly to the core of PWI’s mission –
presence. In all programs, PWI seeks to create deep connection and meaning among participants.
It is impossible to create the same experience of in-person connection online. PWI must pay
special attention to the course content and delivery and gather a large amount of initial feedback.
PWI could explore group video and audio services to help minimize this disconnect. Another
challenge is deciding the level of moderation that faculty members will have in open forums.
Regardless of how high-quality the software is, there is also the potential for unexpected
technology issues to arise.
Self-Organizing LCs Using a Guidebook
Self-organizing LCs were a recent idea that arose after PWI delivered a course to SHS.
As mentioned above, SHS has a strong SEL program and was eager to take the next steps with
The 5 Dimensions of Engaged Teaching. PWI decided to provide the school with agenda
templates that contained exercises that the group could use in meetings with course participants
and new teachers with interest in the work. The future plan is to develop a complete guidebook
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that complements The 5 Dimensions of Engaged Teaching book. Schools with high level of
readiness for the work could purchase the guidebook. Schools could also purchase coaching
sessions for school leaders and teachers that were stirring the initiative.
Self-organizing LCs present a unique opportunity for PWI to expand the reach of The 5
Dimensions of Engaged Teaching. It could be a great offering for educators who have read the
book, are ready to go deeper, and, for some reason, do not or cannot contract with PWI for
courses or consulting. It is also an opportunity for teachers to feel empowered and take the lead
in their professional development.
There are also challenges that relate to self-organizing LCs. PWI has less contact with the
schools than in-person LCs and, therefore, has less influence in the learning community
outcomes. PWI will not be able to closely track the fidelity of the work; however, they could
develop various questionnaires that the teachers could take. Accountability and sustainability of
the learning community ultimately becomes a major responsibility of the teachers participating.
If they encounter roadblocks in their work, they will need to find solutions within their teaching
community.
Evaluation and Project Learning
The field of education is a complex and immense system in which every human being is a
stakeholder. There are diverse approaches to education policies and reform that leave the system
divided on many issues. No one knows what the future of education will be. Wheatley (2006)
suggests “the real world…demands that we learn to cope with chaos, that we understand what
motivates humans, and that we adopt strategies and behaviors that lead to order, not more chaos”
(p. 169). I believe that the practice for leading to more order starts with a whole systems view. It
is the process of seeing and being with all parts of a system and, most importantly, understanding
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the relationship between them. “The fundamental insight of twentieth-century physics has yet to
penetrate the social world: relationships are more fundamental than things” (Senge, Scharmer,
Jaworski, & Flowers, 2004, p. 193). To understand relationships, requires more feeling rather
than thinking and more being rather than doing. This fundamental approach is what steered this
project. The LCs principles emerged out of my relationships with the teachers at North Middle
School and the PWI faculty. This meant that I could observe the principles as they became alive
in me and see them reflected in others. The major insights of the project did not emerge until I
had a felt-sense for the values and needs of educators. It is not surprising that the principles were
mapped to a living systems model because learning communities are made up of human beings
with the same natural needs for connection, sustenance, and order that exist in any ecosystem.
This investment in relationship is essential for the PAR research method. Facilitators and
participants need to establish mutual trust and understanding for authentic goals and deep shifts
to take place. NMS has been a great example of this process. From the beginning of the project,
PWI employed a collaborative process for identifying long-term goals and designing
professional development sessions. As facilitators, PWI faculty hold the deep belief that the
wisdom required to create the desired changes is already present in the participants. The role of
the facilitators is to have the patience and trust in the process and create the conditions for the
wisdom to emerge.
As stated above, the plan for initiating two learning community pilots was not completed.
To have gone through with the intended plan what have meant to go against the very principles
that emerged from the project. The plan may have been overly optimistic but the implementation
was grounded in reality. This is the power of a living systems approach. The actions are in direct
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response to the system’s present needs. True transformation cannot be forced. It takes time, and
it must emerge from the inside out.
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Appendix A
This exercise can be found in American Schools: The Art of Creating a Democratic
Learning Community by Sam Chaltain (2010) on page 53.
Attributes of a Learning Community
Purpose. To establish the basic attributes of transformational learning communities
through real participant experiences. The attributes can then become goals and/or guidelines for
evaluating progress as a new learning community develops.
Time. One hour.
Steps.
1. The group identifies a timekeeper.
2. Participants write silently about their most meaningful, personal experience in a learning
community. It could be a club, a church group, a school experience, a course, a support
group, etc. The only criteria are that it was a positive experience and real learning
occurred. (4 minutes)
3. In groups of three to five, participants share their stories with one another. As each story
is told, the rest of group listens actively and takes notes on what they hear. (4 minutes per
story)
4. After the story is finished, the group asks clarifying questions of the presenter. These are
purely informational; in order to ensure that the group understands the story well enough
to identify what attributes made it such a successful experience. (3 minutes)
5. After clarifying questions, the group discusses the presenter’s story and clarifies which
attributes emerged and were most resonant. The group does this as though the presenter
is no longer in the room. She is spoken about in the third person. (3 minutes)
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6. The group checks in with the presenter – who has magically reappeared – to confirm that
their list of attributes is the right list. (1 minute)
7. Rinse. Repeat.
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Confidentiality Agreement
The data, information gathered, and report findings for this Applied Leadership Project will be
held in the strictest confidence. The distribution of this proposal and final report is limited to
staff and board members of PassageWorks Institute and the Applied Leadership Project Review
Committee at Naropa University, Boulder CO. The Applied Leadership Final Project
Presentation will be made available to Naropa University faculty, staff, students, and invited
guests. Any future use or publication of the information contained in this report is subject to
approval by PassageWorks Institute and David Macek.
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